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Revelations
The Reverend Clarence Larkin
was one of the most widely
influential thinkers on end-times
prophecies of the early twentieth
century, and his writings remain
vital to appreciating the
apocalyptic Christian thought
that today enjoys widespread
popularity. This 1919 book
serves as a study guide for the
Book of Revelation, the Bible's
prophetic final chapter. Larkin
explains the concepts of the
Beast and the False Prophet, the
Seven Seals and the Seven
Trumpets, and the importance of
the Book of Daniel in
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understanding the Rapture.
Charts and illustrations depict
the "Pale Horse Rider," "Daniel's
Four Wild Beasts," "Egyptian
Plagues Compared," and more.
Also available from Cosimo
Classics: Larkin's The Spirit
World, Rightly Dividing the Word,
and The Second Coming of
Christ. American Baptist pastor
and author CLARENCE LARKIN
(1850-1924) was born in
Pennsylvania, and later set up
his ministry there. He wrote
extensively and popularly on a
wide range of Biblical and
theological matters.
A reasonably priced, quality
black hardcover pew and
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ministry Bible featuring a large
12-point font.
The fourteenth-century anchorite
known as Julian of Norwich
offered fervent prayers for a
deeper understanding of Christ's
passion. The holy woman's
petitions were answered with a
series of divine revelations that
she called "shewings." Her
mystic visions revealed Christ's
sufferings with extreme intensity,
but they also confirmed God's
constant love for humanity and
infinite capacity for forgiveness.
Julian of Norwich's Revelations
of Divine Love have had a lasting
influence on Christian thought.
Written in immediate, compelling
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terms, her experiences remain
among the most original and
accessible expressions of
medieval mysticism. This edition
contains both the short text,
which is mainly an account of the
shewings and Julian's initial
analysis of their meaning, and
the long text, completed some 20
years later and offering daringly
speculative interpretations.
These four volumes record the
visions of the famous 19thcentury Catholic mystic; Bl. Anne
Catherine Emmerich; a nun who
was privileged to behold
innumerable events of biblical
times; going back to the creation
of the world. She saw the fall of
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the Angels; the sin of Adam; Noe
and the Flood; the lives of Our
Lord; St. John the Baptist; the
Blessed Virgin Mary; St. Mary
Magdalen; and many others. She
describes persons; places and
events in intimate detail; and
explains their mystical
significance.
The Revelation of St. John the
Divine
The Book of Revelation
A Down-to-Earth Guide to
Understanding the Most
Mysterious Book of the Bible
An Expository Commentary
Are you baffled by the
Book of Revelation?
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Understand the purpose,
key themes, and
symbolism of the most
fascinating book in the
Bible with The Book of
Revelation For Dummies,
an easy-to-understand
guide that will help you
grasp the enduring
messages of Revelation
and apply them to your
life. You will
understand what
Revelation says about
the past, present, and
future, and how it
relates to the rest of
the Bible. You will
learn how this
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mysterious book of the
Bible fits into a
historical context.
You’ll discover all
kinds of interesting
facts about the apostle
John and learn about the
details of his world.
You will be able to
choose a perspective for
interpreting this book
of the Bible and
decipher the many
haunting symbols. There
is no need to read this
reference guide from
cover to cover; simply
browse the table of
contents or flip through
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the pages to find the
answers and assistance
that you need. Discover
how to: Interpret the
prophecy of the
Revelation Place it in
historical context
Understand how it
relates to other books
in the Bible Unravel the
details of the apostle
John’s life and world
Choose a perspective for
understanding See the
grander scheme of things
Complete with lists of
the ten most commonly
asked questions about
end times and the ten
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rules of thumb for
interpreting scripture,
The Book of Revelation
For Dummies will help
you understand and
decode one of the most
perplexing books in the
Bible!
An edgy and ambitious
debut by a powerful new
voice in contemporary
literary fiction Monday,
Kierk wakes up. Once a
rising star in
neuroscience, Kierk
Suren is now homeless,
broken by his allconsuming quest to find
a scientific theory of
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consciousness. But when
he’s offered a spot in a
prestigious postdoctoral
program, he decides to
rejoin society and vows
not to self-destruct
again. Instead of
focusing on his work,
however, Kierk becomes
obsessed with another
project—investigating
the sudden and
suspicious death of a
colleague. As his search
for truth brings him
closer to Carmen Green,
another postdoc, their
list of suspects grows,
along with the sense
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that something sinister
may be happening all
around them. The
Revelations, not unlike
its main character, is
ambitious and abrasive,
challenging and
disarming. Bursting with
ideas, ranging from
Greek mythology to the
dark realities of animal
testing, to some of the
biggest unanswered
questions facing
scientists today, The
Revelations is written
in muscular, hypnotic
prose, and its
cyclically dreamlike
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structure pushes the
boundaries of literary
fiction. Erik Hoel has
crafted a stunning debut
of rare power—an intense
look at cutting-edge
science, consciousness,
and human connection.
No book in the scripture
reveals the glory of God
and Christ in more
splendor than
Revelation. At the same
time, no book has been
more misunderstood or
neglected. Yet God wants
His children to know
this book, and blessings
are stored up for those
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who study its riches.
Join John MacArthur as
he explains each verse
in a way that is both
doctrinally precise and
intensely practical.
Taking into account the
cultural, theological,
and Old Testament
contexts of each
passage, MacArthur
tackles interpretive
challenges and fairly
evaluates differing
views, giving the reader
confidence in his
conclusions. The
MacArthur New Testament
Commentary series comes
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from the experience,
wisdom, and insight of
one of the most trusted
ministry leaders and
Bible scholars of our
day. Each volume was
written to be as
comprehensive and
accurate as possible,
dealing thoroughly with
every key phrase and
word in the Scripture
without being
unnecessarily technical.
This commentary will
help to give a better,
fuller, richer
understanding of God's
Word, while challenging
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the reader to a vibrant
personal spiritual walk.
A great resource for
pastors, teachers,
leaders, students, or
anyone desiring to dig
deeper into Scripture
You can understand the
mysterious book of
Revelation. The book of
Revelation—the last book
in the Bible—is, to many
people, its most
confusing. They find its
strange symbols and
images puzzling and
mysterious. But you can
understand it. The
book's very name mean a
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revealing, a way to gain
understanding. Its first
verse tells us it was
written to reveal
"things which must
shortly take place." If
you are confused by the
book of Revelation and
would like to know what
it all means—and how
it's cast of mysterious
characters all fit
within Bible
prophecy—then read the
Bible Study Aid ebook
The Book of Revelation
Unveiled. This study aid
will take you through
the major themes of the
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book of Revelation
helping you to
understand what Jesus
Christ revealed to the
apostle John and how it
all fits together.
Discover the major
trends and future
prophetic events that
will shape this
world—and your life—in
the days ahead. Chapters
in this ebook: -- The
Book of Revelation: Is
It Relevant Today? -Keys to Understanding
Revelation -- The Story
Flow of the Book of
Revelation -- Chapter
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Outline of the Book of
Revelation -- God's
Church in Prophecy -What Is the Church? -Duality in Bible
Prophecy -- The Book of
Revelation's Divine
Authority -- The Seals
of the Prophetic Scroll
-- The Day of the Lord
Finally Arrives -Satan's War Against the
People of God -- The
Mark and Number of the
Beast -- The Two Women
of Revelation -- The
'Time of Jacob's
Trouble' -- The
Destruction of Satan's
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Kingdom -- Satan: The
Great Seducer -- The
Everlasting Kingdom of
God Inside this Bible
Study Aid ebook: "The
name of the book,
Revelation, is a
translation of the title
in the original New
Testament Greek,
Apocalypsis—the origin
of the other name by
which the book is now
known, the Apocalypse.
The Greek term denotes
an unveiling or
uncovering—thus, a
revelation." "Here is
the key to understanding
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the book. Jesus alone
can unlock the meaning
of its symbols, visions
and
descriptions...Christ
reveals its meaning. He
unlocks its seals. But
how does He do it?"
"Most of
Revelation—about two
thirds of its content—is
devoted to the seventh
seal. The contents of
the first six seals are
found in chapter 6
alone." "How will the
two witnesses and their
message be received?"
"The book of Revelation
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reveals, from more than
one perspective, the
emergence of this vast
end-time empire governed
from a great city God
labels “Babylon the
great”, the reference
here being to Rome."
"Jesus Christ will
return to establish that
Kingdom on earth (the
Kingdom of God) at His
second coming, at last
bringing the peace
mankind has always
longed for but never
achieved."
The Book of Revelation
Unveiled
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A Novel
Revelations of Ideology:
Apocalyptic Class
Politics in Early Roman
Palestine
Holy Bible
9 Steps to Holy
Refinment
RevelationCanongate Books
Tattoo photography pioneer
Justice Howard documents
the American tattoo
community with her highly
iconic images. Howard
effortlessly captures the
essence of her subjects'
triumphs, as well as their
frailties. Her images
enhance both the male and
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female physical forms,
highlighting their
strengths and prowess, and
expose hidden elements of
the human condition in all
its kaleidoscopic beauty.
Gracing the pages of this
graphic dossier are fiftytwo models, including
Malice, Xanthia Pink,
Dejah Garcia, Christine
Fury, Mia Taylor, and
Amelia Nightmare. Tattoo
artist luminaries, such as
Mark Mahoney, Freddy
Negrete, Rick Walters,
Corey Miller, Kari Barba,
and Robert Atkinson also
make appearances, as well
as rock gods Evan Seinfeld
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and Dave Navarro, Sons of
Anarchy actor Rusty
Coones, Black Veil Brides,
Diego Verduzco, and UFC
champion Kimo Leopoldo. In
front of Justice's lens,
these figures appear quite
capable of escaping from
the pages and conquering
the world by storm.
This encomium is a
thoughtful and respectful,
compression of the one and
only, Holy bible. Compiled
in an attempt to enlighten
those who get lost reading
the lengthy, but allimportant, Word of God;
but most importantly, this
book conveys the coveted
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dream of our Almighty God.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From
the author of Into the
Wild and Into Thin Air,
this extraordinary work of
investigative journalism
takes readers inside
America’s isolated Mormon
Fundamentalist
communities. Defying both
civil authorities and the
Mormon establishment in
Salt Lake City, the
renegade leaders of these
Taliban-like theocracies
are zealots who answer
only to God; some 40,000
people still practice
polygamy in these
communities. At the core
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of Krakauer’s book are
brothers Ron and Dan
Lafferty, who insist they
received a commandment
from God to kill a
blameless woman and her
baby girl. Beginning with
a meticulously researched
account of this appalling
double murder, Krakauer
constructs a multilayered, bone-chilling
narrative of messianic
delusion, polygamy, savage
violence, and unyielding
faith. Along the way he
uncovers a shadowy
offshoot of America’s
fastest growing religion,
and raises provocative
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questions about the nature
of religious belief.
Revelations
A Story of Violent Faith
How God's Plans for the
Future Can Change Your
Life Now
The Satanic Verses
From the Visions of the
Venerable Anne Catherine
Emmerich as Recorded in
the Journals of Clemens
Brentano

The explosion of a
jetliner over India
triggers an Apocalyptic
battle that sweeps
across the subcontinent.
Reprint.
This concise but
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illuminating
introduction to the
sources, symbolism, and
meanings of the biblical
Book of Revelation
brings together
visionary images by some
of the greatest artists
of Western culture,
including Fra Angelico,
William Blake,
Hieroymous Bosch,
Michelangelo, Raphael,
Peter Paul Rubens, Luca
Signorelli, and J.M.W.
Turner. 250
illustrations, 247 in
color.
Revelations is a unique
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publishing event -- a
visionary collaborative
epic novel by today's
bestselling and most
respected dark fantasy
authors. Decade by
decade as the Millenium
approaches, we take an
unforgettable
imaginative journey of
terror and transcendence
through a century that
some see as
Civilization's darkest
-- our own. We end up
with Barker's shattering
21st century climax: A
dramatic revelation that
is both a prophetic
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warning and a visionary
answer for all
humankind.
The Book of Revelation
is God's message to all
who are concerned about
the future. And no guide
makes Revelation more
understandable than this
one. You'll grasp the
meaning of each verse,
you'll understand every
important symbol, and
you'll get the big
picture of all that God
has promised for those
who believe in Him.
Revelation 1-11
Revelation of Jesus
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Christ
A Book of Promises
Under the Banner of
Heaven
Healing a Nation,
Healing Ourselves
A fun and fascinating way to learn
about the book of Revelation. The
Bibleʼs final book, Revelation, can
seem intimidating or downright
impossible to comprehend, even for
serious students of the Scriptures.
Filled with complex imagery, vivid
depictions of violence, and challenging
spiritual references, Revelation is often
set aside by readers in favor of more
straightforward, easier-to-digest
biblical material. Yet the capstone of
the canon need not remain a mystery.
In this refreshingly accessible book,
Bible scholar and best-selling author
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Tim LaHaye (originator of the Left
Behind series) and renowned puzzle
master Timothy E. Parker (editor of the
USA Today Crossword, and founder of
The Universal Crossword, King James
Games, and Master Puzzles)
demystify Revelation for your benefit.
Absorb this book and discover
afresh̶or for the first time̶the
richness of Revelation and its Godbreathed, life-changing power to
deepen your walk of faith.
This commentary series is established
on the presupposition that the
theological character of the New
Testament documents calls for
exegesis that is sensitive to theological
themes as well as to the details of the
historical, linguistic, and textual
context. Such thorough exegetical
work lies at the heart of these
volumes, which contain detailed versePage 32/60
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by-verse commentary preceded by
general comments on each section
and subsection of the text. An
important aim of the NIGTC authors is
to interact with the wealth of significant
New Testament research published in
recent articles and monographs. In this
connection the authors make their own
scholarly contributions to the ongoing
study of the biblical text. The text on
which these commentaries are based
is the UBS Greek New Testament,
edited by Kurt Aland and others. While
engaging the major questions of text
and interpretation at a scholarly level,
the authors keep in mind the needs of
the beginning student of Greek as well
as the pastor or layperson who may
have studied the language at some
time but does not now use it on a
regular basis.
At a moment of incredible change and
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profound disruption, all of us are
examining our lives and delving into
the meaning of our journey. Through a
global pandemic, economic upheaval,
and fundamental adjustments in our
way of life, each of us are looking for
how to navigate the rapids and bends
as we move forward in discovery with
a desire for connection. Taking us
along on his own journey with its ups
and downs, renowned thought leader
Matthew Dowd presents Revelations
on the River: Healing a Nation,
Healing Ourselves, an inspirational
book of his revelations on key
questions and lessons he learned that
apply to each one of us. Through an
examination of steps in his own
personal story along with lessons
learned from world leaders in history
encompassing spirituality and politics,
he reveals both practical and spiritual
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epiphanies that are applicable to each
of us as we struggle to discover the
truth in a troubled world. Revelations
on the River visits key topics like love,
fears and trauma, forgiveness and
reconciliation, faith and science,
interconnection, and legacies. This
examination of values that bind us
together and that can lead us to a
more enlightened place is an opening
for contemplation for not only our own
individual worlds, but for those who
want to lead in the larger communities
and world we all inhabit.
If you've ever wondered exactly what
the Book of Revelation is about and
why people interpret it in so many
ways, this pamphlet is for you.
The Life of Jesus Christ and Biblical
Revelations
You Can Understand the Book of
Revelation
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Connecting Your Business Plan with
God's Purpose and Plan for Your Life
The "New" Book of Revelations
The Photography of Justice Howard
Bible teacher and author
Margaret Feinberg defines
truth found in the book of
Revelation that is deep,
pure, real, and actual hope.
It is extravagant.
Tour the Final Book of the
Bible Revelation was written
because God wants us to know
what the future holds. For
Christians, the prophetic
truths within provide
wisdom, reassurance, and
discernment—while for
unbelievers, Revelation is a
plea to receive God’s grace
while there is still time.
Bestselling author Amir
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Tsarfati examines what
Revelation makes known about
the end times and beyond.
Guided by accessible
teaching that lets Scripture
speak for itself, you’ll
take a closer look at the
timeline of what believers
and nonbelievers will
experience before, during,
and after the tribulation
plan that the Lord has
specifically prepared for
the people of Israel in the
end times encouragements,
challenges, and warnings
Jesus Himself gave to
prepare us for His return
Revealing Revelation
provides an eye-opening look
at what lies ahead for every
person in the end
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times—either in heaven or on
earth. Are you prepared for
what is to come?
Do You Want to Know What the
Future Holds? The final book
of the Bible is both
fascinating and
controversial. It leaves
some awed, and others
uncomfortable. So many find
its mysteries hard to
fathom—what does it all
mean? If you would like to
know more than just bits and
pieces of God’s plans for
the future, Pastor Skip
Heitzig is your guide to
gaining a fuller
understanding of the book of
Revelation. You will explore
everything from the rapture
to Christ’s eternal kingdom,
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and gain a deeper
appreciation for the majesty
and power of God examine all
the key events that will
take place in the last days
discover how God’s plans for
the future apply to you
right now learn how to be
ready for Christ’s return As
you study Bible prophecy and
learn how God’s plans will
unfold, you’ll find yourself
living in greater
anticipation of all that is
to come!
Packer defends Trinitarian
theology in this powerful
collection of writings. He
discusses Christology,
Justification, and the Holy
Spirit and many other
important subjects.
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A Studyguide To The Book Of
Revelation
The Book of Revelation Made
Clear
Revealing Revelation
Alien Contact and Human
Deception
Visions, Prophecy, and
Politics in the Book of
Revelation

Danny Hodges became the senior
pastor of a young church fellowship
known as Calvary Chapel in St.
Petersburg, Florida, in April of 1984.
Three years later when he was
introduced to Pastor Chuck Smith and
the Calvary Chapel movement, he felt
an immediate sense of being at home
and was grateful to God for leading
him to this network of churches that
upheld a simple, biblical philosophy of
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ministry and well-balanced doctrine.
Calvary Chapel St. Petersburg soon
became a fellowship of Calvary Chapel
Costa Mesa, and since that time God
has steadily grown the ministry from a
handful of mostly young single adults
to a large church full of families. It has
been exciting to see God's Spirit bring
many to salvation through Jesus
Christ, see lives change and mature in
the Lord, see relationships bloom and
grow, see ministries evolve and
prosper, see a hunger for the Word of
God and see a passionate desire to win
the lost to Jesus. Pastor Danny and his
wife, Wendy, consider it an honor to
serve this growing body of believers
together with their four children,
Tanner, Hayden, Jairus and Audra.
In this book, Dr. Stewart combines her
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core Christian beliefs with her
extensive academic and professional
experience with Fortune 500
companies, including The Coca-Cola
Company, Hostess Brands, and
BellSouth Corporation, to guide
readers through an innovative eightstep Divine Business Planning
approach that will position you to
maximize your personal fulfillment and
professional success in any industry.
Regardless of whether you are a
seasoned leader or just beginning your
career, this book is for anyone who
desires to achieve success and
significance. Arranged in order of a
conventional business plan,
"Revelations in Business" offers reallife examples from business leaders,
spiritual principles, practical tools,
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and pragmatic recommendations that
you can begin applying immediately. -page 4 of cover.
A shocking, fascinating novel by the
author of The Insult and Divided
Kingdom.
"John Phillips writes with enthusiasm
and clarity, . . . cutting through the
confusion and heretical dangers
associated with Bible interpretation."
--Moody Magazine
The Living Bible, Paraphrased
Revelation Study Guide
Diane Arbus: Revelations
New Testament Revelations
Revelations in Business

In Revelations, the
final volume of the
Alien Contact Trilogy,
Dr. Jacques Vallee
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presents startling
evidence that wellconstructed hoaxes and
media manipulations have
misled UFO researchers,
diverting them from the
UFO phenomenon itself.
Vallee takes readers
step by step into the
tangled web of UFOlogy's
dark side, in an effort
to clear the everthickening underbrush
that has obscured the
real nature of the UFO
phenomenon. Jacques
Vallee was born in
France, where he
received a Bachelor of
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Science degree in
mathematics from the
Sorbonne and a Master of
Science in astrophysics
from the University of
Lille. He began his
professional life as an
astronomer at the Paris
Observatory in 1961.
While on the staff of
the French Space
Committee, he witnessed
the destruction of the
tracking tapes of
unknown objects orbiting
the earth, initiating a
lifelong interest in the
UFO phenomenon. Vallee
arrived in the U.S. in
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1962, worked in
astronomy at the
University of Texas at
Austin, and wrote two
highly respected
scientific examinations
arguing for the
Extraterrestrial
Hypothesis (ETH) of UFO
origins. In 1967, he
received a Ph.D. in
computer science from
Northwestern University,
where he became a close
associate of J. Allen
Hynek, then scientific
consultant for the U.S.
Air Force on Project
Blue Book. Eventually
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concluding that the ETH
was too narrow to
encompass the burgeoning
UFO data, he conducted
his own extensive global
research, resulting in
the "Alien Contact
Trilogy." Dr. Vallee is
presently a venture
capitalist living in San
Francisco. His website
is
www.jacquesvallee.com."
"I have told you these
things before they
happen so that when they
do happen, you will
believe." John 14:29 One
of the glorious things
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about the Bible is how
it provides a
foreknowledge of future
events. This is
especially the case with
the birth and life of
our Lord and Savior
Christ Jesus. He is
without question the
Messiah that was
promised to us and
though at his coming He
did not set up an
earthly kingdom at that
time He nevertheless
promised that day would
arrive. In relation to
this He left us with
many events to be on the
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lookout for which would
herald this arrival. His
apostles Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John thankfully
passed down to us those
words of warning. No
words or book fully
encompasses everything
that we need to know
than his own Revelation
which He passed to His
most beloved apostle and
friend St. John on the
island of Patmos. Of
course, it goes without
saying that such a book
remained mostly hidden
from mankind's
understanding, but again
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a promise was given that
the time would arrive
when it would be
unsealed and explained.
What you are therefore
holding in your hands
could very well be it.
Come along with the
writer on a journey of
discovery that will
leave you amazed at a
prophecy that not only
explains the present but
more so our future. More
importantly you will
learn about the Kingdom
of God as foretold by
the Lord and Savior
Christ Jesus. The
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promise of the ages may
be about to arrive. See
for yourself!
"Aperture is proud to
bring this best-selling
and indispensable title
back into print,
coinciding with the
fiftieth anniversary of
Diane Arbus's
groundbreaking solo
exhibition at the Museum
of Modern Art, New York.
Diane Arbus: Revelations
explores the origins,
scope, and aspirations
of this wholly original
force in photography.
The book reproduces two
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hundred full-page
duotones of Diane Arbus
photographs spanning her
entire career"-A profound exploration
of the Bible's most
controversial book—from
the author of Beyond
Belief and The Gnostic
Gospels The strangest
book of the New
Testament, filled with
visions of the Rapture,
the whore of Babylon,
and apocalyptic writing
of the end of times, the
Book of Revelation has
fascinated readers for
more than two thousand
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years, but where did it
come from? And what are
the meanings of its
surreal images of
dragons, monsters,
angels, and cosmic war?
Elaine Pagels, New York
Times bestselling author
and "the preeminent
voice of biblical
scholarship to the
American public" (The
Philadelphia Inquirer),
elucidates the true
history of this
controversial book,
uncovering its origins
and the roots of
dissent, violence, and
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division in the world's
religions. Brilliantly
weaving scholarship with
a deep understanding of
the human needs to which
religion speaks, Pagels
has written what may be
the masterwork of her
unique career.
Stories of Calvary
Revelations of Divine
Love
Ways to Interpret
Revelation
Revelations of the Cross
Extravagant Hope
This thought-provoking work
is a book for those who want
to learn from God's Word.
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Gary endeavors to reveal to
others the truths that God
has given him. Gary wants to
help Bible students to
understand some of the
mysteries of the God's Word
by connecting the Scriptures
as though piecing together a
puzzle to complete a
picture.
This prophetical book
depicts the ultimate victory
of Christ.
This is a verse by verse
outline of the Book of
Revelation. It is to be used
along with your open Bible
(Kings James Version). This
outline will allow the
average Bible reader to have
a better understanding of
what lies ahead for the
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Church and the unbelieving
world, and in turn give us a
burden to tell others about
the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Revelation is meant to
comfort the Christian and
give him assurance of the
promise of the Return of
Christ. It is not hard to
understand if we let God
reveal Himself to us.
A fifteenth-century Eat,
Pray, Love, Revelations
illuminates the intersecting
lives of two female mystics
who changed history--Margery
Kempe and Julian of Norwich.
Bishop's Lynn, England,
1413. At the age of forty,
Margery Kempe has nearly
died giving birth to her
fourteenth child. Fearing
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that another pregnancy might
kill her, she makes a vow of
celibacy, but she can't
trust her husband to keep
his end of the bargain.
Desperate for counsel, she
visits the famous anchoress
Dame Julian of Norwich.
Pouring out her heart,
Margery confesses that she
has been haunted by visceral
religious visions. Julian
then offers up a confession
of her own: she has written
a secret, radical book about
her own visions, Revelations
of Divine Love. Nearing the
end of her life and fearing
Church authorities, Julian
entrusts her precious book
to Margery, who sets off the
adventure of a lifetime to
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secretly spread Julian's
words. Mary Sharratt vividly
brings the medieval past to
life as Margery blazes her
trail across Europe and the
Near East, finding her
unique spiritual path and
vocation. It's not in a
cloistered cell like Julian,
but in the full bustle of
worldly existence with all
its wonders and perils.
Revelations on the River
Understanding the Book of
Revelation
Exploring Its Mystery and
Message
The Revelations
The Book of Revelation For
Dummies

The final book of the
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Bible, Revelation
prophesies the ultimate
judgement of mankind in
a series of allegorical
visions, grisly images
and numerological
predictions. According
to these, empires will
fall, the "Beast" will
be destroyed and Christ
will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will
Self.
In Revelations of
Ideology, G. Anthony
Keddie critically
investigates the social
motivations and
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implications of
apocalyptic class
rhetoric in late Second
Temple Judaism,
including the Jesus
movement.
Exploring Revelation
Art of the Apocalypse
Book of Revelation - A
Mystery Solved
Revelation
Commentary on the Book
of Revelation
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